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__Thesis Sentence: clearly explains 

why the topic matters (end of intro) 

__Headlines: titles each entry with 

appropriate and unique descriptions 

__Pivotal Entry: features one entry that 

accurately shows the relevance of the 

topic in detail, as named in the thesis 

__Other Entries: explains at least six 

other separate and relevant sub-topics 

with detail 

__Visuals: includes at least five original 

drawings, graphics, and/or photos that 

relate directly to content of the entries 
 

 

__Thesis Sentence: explains why the topic 

matters (end of intro) 
 

__Headlines: titles each entry with 

appropriate descriptions 
 

__Pivotal Entry: features one entry that 

shows the relevance of the topic, as named 

in the thesis 
 

__Other Entries: explains at least six other 

separate and relevant sub-topics with some 

detail 
 

__Visuals: includes at least four original 

drawings, graphics, and/or photos that relate 

to the overall topic 

__Thesis Sentence: attempts to 

explain why the topic matters 
 

__Headlines: titles missing or may 

not match the entry 
 

__Pivotal Entry: featured entry 

shows little relevance of the topic 

with the thesis 
 

__Other Entries: explains six or 

fewer other sub-topics with little 

detail 
 

__Visuals: includes three original 

drawings, graphics, and/or photos 

that relate to the overall topic 

__Thesis Sentence: doesn’t 

attempt to explain why topic 

matters 
 

__Headlines: no titles/headlines 
 

__Pivotal Entry: no entry focuses 

on the relevance of the topic 
 

__Other Entries: explains five or 

fewer other sub-topics with little 

detail 
 

__Visuals: includes fewer than 

three original drawings, graphics, 

and/or photos, or they don’t relate 
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__Introduction: includes a well-

organized intro, attracts reader’s 

attention, and contains a thesis sentence 

__Supporting Paragraphs: includes 

seven entries that support the topic and 

maintain excellent focus 

__Conclusion: clearly links and 

summarizes topic and definitely creates a 

feeling of closure 

__Vocabulary: uses rich vocabulary and 

jargon specific to the topic 

__Transitions: effectively connects 

ideas and maintains flow throughout. 

__Introduction: includes an intro, attracts 

reader’s attention, and contains a thesis 

sentence 
 

__Supporting Paragraphs: includes at 

seven entries that support the topic and 

maintain focus 
 

__Conclusion: links and summarizes topic 

and creates a feeling of closure 
 

__Vocabulary: uses some rich vocabulary 

and jargon specific to the topic 
 

__Transitions: connects ideas and 

maintains flow throughout. 

__Introduction: includes an intro 
 

__Supporting Paragraphs: includes 

at least four entries related to the 

topic 
 

__Conclusion: links and summarizes 

topic and creates a feeling of closure 
 

__Vocabulary: uses little rich 

vocabulary and jargon specific to the 

topic 
 

__Transitions: connects ideas and 

maintains flow throughout. 

__Introduction: none 

 

__Supporting Paragraphs: 

includes fewer than four entries 

related to the topic 

 

__Conclusion: none 

 

__Vocabulary: uses only basic 

vocabulary and no jargon 

 

__Transitions: none 
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__Grammar: consistent use of correct 

grammar (clear subject-verb agreement 

and proper verb tense) 
 

__Sentence Structure: effectively uses 

simple, compound, and complex 

sentences of varied length, and writes in 

complete sentences 
 

__Spelling: spells correctly 
 

__Punctuation: punctuates correctly 
 

__Capitalization: capitalizes correctly 
 

__Indenting: consistently indents with 

understanding 

__Grammar: adequate use of correct 

grammar (subject-verb agreement and 

consistent verb tense evident) 

__Sentence Structure: adequately uses 

simple, compound, and complex sentences 

of varied length, and writes in complete 

sentences 

__Spelling: spells grade level word 

correctly most of the time 

__Punctuation: mostly punctuates correctly  

__Capitalization: mostly capitalizes 

correctly 

__Indenting: usually indents with 

understanding 

__Grammar: limited use of correct 

grammar (several errors in subject-

verb, may change verb tenses) 

__Sentence Structure: does not use 

varied sentence length, and includes 

some fragments and/or run-ons 

__Spelling: several errors; mistakes 

may distract the reader 

__Punctuation: many punctuation 

errors 

__Capitalization: capitalizes 

correctly some of the time 

__Indenting: may indent with 

understanding 

__Grammar: limited use of 

correct grammar, many errors, 

doesn’t make sense 
 

__Sentence Structure: only 

simple sentences used, many 

fragments and/or run-ons  
 

__Spelling: many errors; mistakes 

distract the reader 
 

__Punctuation: shows little or no 

understanding of basic rules  
 

__Capitalization: rarely 

capitalizes correctly 
 

__Indention: indents without 

understanding 

 

 

    11-12 Exceeds standards        9-10 Meets standards        6-8 Approaching standards        3-5 Below standard               Total Score_____ 


